Technical Delegate’s Report

The following parts and parameters have been replaced / changed during the Parc Fermé yesterday and today:

**Ferrari:**

- Car 16: ES (new)
- CE (new)
- RNCs (new)
- Rear inboard suspension (different set-up)
- Components related to PU, gearbox and brake cooling level

- Car 55: Chassis harness
  - TAG
  - Power box (new)
  - Driver HP fuel pump

**Mercedes:**

- Car 63: LHS front inner drum lip

- Car 44: Front wing/nose assembly

**Alfa Romeo Racing Ferrari:**

- Car 77: Middle plank section

- Car 24: ICE water pump
Aston Martin Mercedes:

Car 14: Floor assembly

AlphaTauri RBPT:

Car 21: RHS mirror
Forward plank section
Forward skid pack
Rearward gearbox cooler

Williams Mercedes:

Car 23: Floor assembly

Car 02: Components related to PU, gearbox and brake cooling level

All above parts have been replaced with the approval of the FIA technical delegate following a written request from the team concerned, this being in accordance with Article 40.3 of the 2023 Formula One Sporting Regulations.

Jo Bauer

The FIA Formula One Technical Delegate